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Generate

Generate asks for a dataframe and generates a new sample returns novel sample along with intervals it contained to revalidate it using confidence levels.

**Description**

Generate asks for a dataframe and generates a new sample returns novel sample along with intervals it contained to revalidate it using confidence levels.

**Usage**

Generate(data, regression = FALSE)

**Arguments**

data: Dataframe
regression: if we are to generate data for regression or classification (will the data be conditioned on a certain class)

**Value**

if regression is true returns a dataframe, if false returns a list.

**Examples**

# basic usage of Generate
Generate(iris, regression=TRUE)

GenerateASingleCandidate

GenerateASingleCandidate generates a novel sample from a target class and evaluate it against the other classes to check if it satisfies the confidence level returns NA if the generated sample does not satisfy the condition, otherwise returns novel sample.

**Description**

GenerateASingleCandidate generates a novel sample from a target class and evaluate it against the other classes to check if it satisfies the confidence level returns NA if the generated sample does not satisfy the condition, otherwise returns novel sample.

**Usage**

GenerateASingleCandidate(data, Class, col, Prob)
GenerateMultipleCandidates

Arguments

data A dataframe containing available data
Class The target class
col Column the target class is located in the dataframe
Prob Minimum confidence level to generate sample

Value

A dataframe containing a novel sample if it satisfies the confidence given in Prob, otherwise NA

GenerateMultipleCandidates

GenerateMultipleCandidates Asks for a dataframe and some parameters and returns multiple novel samples from the target class

Description

GenerateMultipleCandidates Asks for a dataframe and some parameters and returns multiple novel samples from the target class

Usage

GenerateMultipleCandidates(data, Class, col, Prob, amount)

Arguments

data Reference dataframe
Class Value of the target class
col column of the dataframe which contains the class
Prob Minimum confidence level to generate the sample
amount Number of novel samples to be generated

Value

A dataframe containing novel samples of the class Class that satisfies Prob confidence.

Examples

# basic usage of GenerateMultipleCandidates
GenerateMultipleCandidates(iris, Class='virginica', col=5, Prob=0.3, amount=10)
ObtainCandidate

Description

ObtainCandidate asks for a vector and returns a value along with the range it is contained in the attribute. It is used alongside other functions when generating a new sample.

Usage

ObtainCandidate(Dado)

Arguments

Dado - vector containing an attribute of your dataframe

Value

Obtains a sample of an attribute based on their possible values, it is a part of the Generate function.
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